
GALTON ESSAYS ON EUGENICS

The following Essays are re-printed in the chronological order of their delivery. They will, therefore, help to show
something of the progress of Eugenics during.

The term Eugenics derives from the Greek word eu meaning good and well, and genos meaning offspring
Modern Eugenics. There have been laws established by its presence and a war fought to cease its progress.
Some find eugenics to be taboo and artificial. Galton 's number one goal was that each generation contain the
best people possible. Positive eugenics just meant that those who had positive attributes should be encouraged
to reproduce. Positive eugenics is defined as improving a race by focusing on ways to increasing the better
population. A fear brought upon by events such as the Boer War in , forced Britain to question the spectrum of
degeneracy within the population and resolve the issue of bringing the British and White race back to strength,
unified and fit. He researched and published the theory that aimed to improve the genetic quality of the human
population through selective breeding NC Office of Archives and History. Eugenics is the idea that future
generations can be improved through the selection of desirable characteristics. Why was it poplar exactly?
Eugenics seemed to offer that solution. Eugenics can be defined as the outgrowth of human heredity aimed at
"improving" the quality of the human stock Allen and Bird. Positive Eugenics is relative to those who seem
the most able and healthy with little to no history of medical abnormalities. Eugenics is basically trying to
create the perfect race and get rid of the non perfect. Laws and policies established by the government that
encouraged this practice. Negative eugenics on the other hand was the idea that those deemed unfit should be
limited in their reproduction Genetics and society,  In America there were two types of Eugenics positive and
negative. Positive did not sound so bad. To analyze the philosophy of and the actions due to eugenics, one
must look at the past and see what contributions eugenics has made to events in history. However eugenics is
now seen as an unreasonable, vicious and corrupt thing to do. The essay will first discuss the background of
eugenics and how the eugenics movement gained momentum in the United States. Eugenics looked at races
and ethnic groups to identify what genetic qualities they had that would help decipher who had the strongest
physical and mental characteristics to survive within nature. The extensive and shadowed history of
authoritative and liberal eugenics practices dates back to when eugenecist Francis Galton began publicly
advocating for the castration of the insane. In the year , a man by the name of Charles B. Many Eugenicists
lobbied for social legislation to keep racial and ethnic groups segregated. It is better understood as the process
of selective breeding can improve human society. Sterilization practices in Puerto Rico and California, pre-
and post- legal eugenics can be examined through the context of eugenics and the history of medical ethics. As
the cousin of Charles Darwin, Galton believed that eugenics was a moral philosophy to improve humanity by
encouraging the ablest and healthiest people to have more children Carlson. The origin of eugenics goes back
to ancient times. Eugenics aims to improve human genetic traits by advocating sexual reproduction for people
who have desirable traits. Eugenics is the scientific deal of improving human reproduction of genetic
specifications of a particular race or breed. Most modern day Americans do not realize the origins of eugenics,
which was planted by Charles Darwin and Sir Francis Galton and bloomed in America, and what effect it had
on the attempt to create a master race in Nazi Germany. Throughout this essay I will discuss the historical
origins of modern eugenics, American role of modern eugenics, development of the international eugenics
movement, Hitler 's expansion of eugenics and the American role in that expansion, and the view of
"Newgenics. So it should come as no surprise that eugenics follows this same guideline in human history. A
great deal of investigation is still needed to shew the limit of practical Eugenics, yet enough has been already
determined to justify large efforts to instruct the public in an authoritative way, as to the results hitherto
obtained by sound reasoning, applied to the undoubted facts of social experience. The imminent debates
resulting from the conflicting moral and ethical implications arising from the inception, development and
evolution of eugenics past and present are of interest. This essay will examine how eugenic ideologies
influenced public and social policy in the United States between and  This Galtonian ideal of eugenics is often
thought of as positive eugenics. Eugenics when done through selective breeding is typically broken down into
two branches. The primary goal of Eugenics is to create a higher quality human race and became the center of
which the twentieth century orbited around Dolan DNA Learning Center. It is now ordering our acts more
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intimately than we are apt to suspect, because the dictates of Public Opinion become so thoroughly assimilated
that they seem to be original and individual to those who are guided by them. Eugenics is still a problem that
America daily; now it is just classified in a different way.


